
Actions and outputs

Slovenia local activities

presentations for local unemployed 
youth

Event for promoting international 
activities in general

presenting project for MaMa 
network

including already applied projects 
to this project - sending projects

Festival of volunteering - promoting 
EVS and how to gain international 
experience, inviting EVS volunteers

Organising “European village” for 
primary & secondary schools - 
counselling promoting and 
supporting european initiatives

Hosting a group EVS organised by 
MaMa

Sending mobilities in summer

Job shadows Slovenia

Coordinated on top of youth 
exchanges - learning how to do YE 
the celje way

Sending mobilities - opportunity to 
join and see the sending process

Workshops in high schools and 
secondary schools - promoting 
international possibilities

Evaluation training seminar for 
previous international cooperation, 
where this project will be 
introduced (40 pax)

Preparing strategy for MaMa - with 
new chapter on IYW

Connecting tourism with youth 
work

Estonian local activities

Members meeting in March, 
august, november, introducing also 
this project

Organizing workshops for the 
network

Youth worker network meeting, 
introducing this project too

Mapping the situation of interest 
towards IYW - who is already in and 
who wants to be in?

Council of youth work in regions - 
planning to send questionnaire 
about their situation in relation to 
IYW, with the help of the researcher

Open board meetings - with a 
special topic, inviting people 
connected with IYW, also inviting 
the faculty of IYW in Tallinn

Promoting, informing and marketing 
the project through the existing 
networks

Job shadows EstoniaUnder development, looking in to 
the offers and needs…

Finnish local actions

Preparing research cooperation 
with local university, determining 
the “needs for the IYW in the area” 
creating a method to be repeated 
elsewhere too later

Projects already used in some 
centres replicated to other youth 
centres

School tour in the regions

Global village happening - linking 
our actions to the theme

International team meetings (Skype) 
over the umbrella network (SNK)

Advisory board meetings in regions 
for people interested in international 
youth work (youth workers, 
teachers, parents and more…)

Reaching outreach youth work, 
finding new ways of cooperation for 
supporting their young people

Finnish Job Shadows

Quota, social youth work themed 
program

Adventure pedagogy themed job 
shadow, using our long experience 
based on “youth centres 
pedagogy”

Head office in Helsinki - 
Administraion and coordination 
themed - how we do the lobbying 
for young people

Camp schools - school cooperation 
themed job shadow, added theme 
of sports

European voluntary service 
coordination with volume - how to 
grow from single EVS volunteers to 
“regional coordinators of EVS”

Sending EVS, YE, and many other 
projects at the same time


